The Case cryo-imaging system is a section and image system which allows one to acquire micron-scale, information rich, whole mouse color bright field and molecular fluorescence images of an entire mouse. Cryo-imaging is used in a variety of applications, including mouse and embryo anatomical phenotyping, drug delivery, imaging agents, metastastic cancer, stem cells, and very high resolution vascular imaging, among many. Cryo-imaging fills the gap between whole animal in vivo imaging and histology, allowing one to image a mouse along the continuum from the mouse → organ → tissue structure → cell → sub-cellular domains. In this overview, we describe the technology and a variety of exciting applications. Enhancements to the system now enable tiled acquisition of high resolution images to cover an entire mouse. High resolution fluorescence imaging, aided by a novel subtraction processing algorithm to remove sub-surface fluorescence, makes it possible to detect fluorescently-labeled single cells. Multi-modality experiments in Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Cryo-imaging of a whole mouse demonstrate superior resolution of cryo-images and efficiency of registration techniques. The 3D results demonstrate the novel true-color volume visualization tools we have developed and the inherent advantage of cryo-imaging in providing unlimited depth of field and spatial resolution. The recent results continue to demonstrate the value cryo-imaging provides in the field of small animal imaging research.
INTRODUCTION
There is a significant interest in imaging of small animals, particularly mice since the genetic manipulation of mice is an extraordinary tool in modern biology. What started more than a century ago 1 have since become indispensable to researchers and a huge number of genetic modifications are being continually made, using a variety of techniques 2, 3 . In parallel, imaging techniques are being developed targeted specifically to the small animal. Techniques include MRI, PET, SPECT, CT, in vivo fluorescence, in vivo bioluminescence, and intravital imaging [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . All these imaging modalities and techniques offer advantages and disadvantages and have limitations in resolution, contrast mechanism or the depth of view they provide.
We have been developing a new imaging system based on a mouse sized cryostat and a microscope imaging system. The Case cryo-imaging system alternately sections and images the block-face and is capable of producing ultrahigh resolution color block-face images with superior morphological details. A base version of the system had produced encouraging results 10, 11 . An improved version now provides a unique combination of field of view, depth of field, high resolution over a large field of view through tiled acquisition as well as color/fluorescence contrast. Unlike every other imaging technique, cryo-imaging allows to image an entire mouse at micron order resolution and detect fluorescently tagged single cells.
The most famous episcopic imaging of block-face project historically had been the visible human projects in the USA and elsewhere [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . These projects have provided extraordinary new information about human anatomy, and data have been used for a variety of applications. There have also been reports of episcopic block-face imaging of small animals and organs [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . There are also research papers on 3D reconstruction from serial histology sections [27] [28] [29] for a variety of biomedical applications [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . However, histology sections are associated with tears, tissue shrinkage, and errors in image alignment. There exist section-and-image systems for small samples 20, 22 . However such systems work on fixed specimens and rely only on autofluorescence of tissue. Other systems include Surface Imaging Microscopy (SIM) 21 which provide block-face images of fluorescently labeled, fixed and polymer embedded samples. Tsai et al. created an innovative block face imaging system whereby lasers ablate fixed tissue from the block face 35 . The Case cryo-imaging system can accommodate samples as large as whole mouse, does not suffer from the limitations of histological sections and in the new design allows detection of fluorescently tagged cells by imaging the entire mouse.
In the next section we describe the new system and an overview of the methods used to embed, section and image a specimen. In subsequent sections we present images acquired in various experiments and the various image processing and volume visualization results.
CRYO-IMAGING SYSTEM & METHODS
The present system consists of a cryomicrotome, the imaging system, a robotic xyz positioner and the computer control system. Following acquisition of cryo-image volumes, the Image Processing and Visualization system is used for analysis of data. The cryomicrotome is a large section whole body cryostat which has been mechanically modified for access to the block-face by the robotic positioner and electrically modified to interface to the computer control system. The imaging system consists of a stereomicroscope, low noise camera for fluorescence and brightfield imaging, illumination sources and interchangeable optical filters to image fluorophores such as GFP, RFP etc. The camera is connected to the camera/video port of the microscope and interfaced to the control computer. The microscope/camera assembly is mounted on a xyz linear actuator system for moving the imaging system into the cryostat chamber and for moving around the sample. A custom application program has been developed which controls the cryostat, the robotic positioner, the illuminators and the camera for a fully automated sectioning and imaging session. The imaging protocol can be setup to acquire tiled images across a region, thus providing final stitched images with mouse-sized field of view and pixel sizes ≈2µm.
Before the cryo-imaging session, animals are euthanized in a method approved by Case Animal Resource Center (ARC) which consists of either inhalation of Carbon dioxide delivered from tank or anesthetization using an agent such as pentobarbital, at a dose prescribed by the Case ARC. Different experiments are covered under various IACUC-approved projects. Once the mice are euthanized, they are generously covered with the cryo-embedding compound Optimal Cutting Temperature (OCT) solution (Tissue-Tek, Terrance, CA) so that no air bubbles are formed by the air trapped between the skin and fur. A mould is made to size with aluminum foil and the mouse is then embedded in OCT. The mould is covered with another layer of aluminum foil and then snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen. After this, mould assembly is removed from liquid nitrogen bath and placed inside the cryostat chamber for equalizing the specimen temperature to the cryostat temperature. Then, in a few hours time, the mould is removed and the frozen specimen is mounted on the microtome stage using more OCT as a base. After initial "facing" (continuous slicing at maximum thickness to reach animal proper), the desired slice thickness (typically 10 µm for fine z-spacing) is set. The imaging system is readied and lowered inside the chamber, the region of interest is digitally marked by moving the imaging system around with the robotic positioner, the imaging modes (brightfield, fluorescence or a combination) are set and the number of sections is set. Once triggered the system then alternately sections and images per the chosen protocol and runs the sequence without requiring any operator intervention.
After the 2D images are acquired on the imaging workstation, the data is transferred to a high-end workstation. Cry-image volumes tend to be large and a high-resolution brightfield and fluorescence volume of an entire mouse can result in a data size of over 100 gigabytes. We employ a 32GB RAM, quad-processor Windows 64-bit PC system to perform image processing, analysis and visualization. We have developed customized Matlab (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) programs and AMIRA (Mercury Computer Systems, San Diego, CA) scripts for our specific needs. Processing steps include illumination intensity compensation, fine image alignment, optional stitching, removal of subsurface image signal, and image interpolation to create isotropically distributed samples. The 3D image data sets can be resliced using multi-planar reformatting techniques. Structures of interest can be manually or semi-automatically segmented. A multitude of volume visualization techniques developed by us are then applied to visualize the 3D datasets.
RESULTS
The biological experiments using cryo-imaging include anatomical imaging of wild type mice, detection of injected labeled cells using brightfield and fluorescence imaging, registration with MRI and imaging of small samples such as an embryo. While the 2D images in itself provide extraordinary details, the subsequent 3D reconstruction provide additional information as detailed in example images in Figures 1-7 . In Figure 1 we show a high resolution wide field of view coronal image of a WT mouse and which shows the anatomy in exquisite detail. We can clearly identify all major organs such as the heart, liver, lung, gastro-intestinal system and even muscles such as the rectus muscles of the eye from the low resolution image. The high resolution insets show details of the intestinal villi, cardiac vessels, nasal septum etc. The mouse data volume consists of 662 sections, with each section image being composed of 20 tiles for a native in-plane resolution of 15.6 µm. A staggering 55GB data volume is thus produced. The improved Case cryoimaging setup is shown in Figure 2 with the various hardware components.
In Fig 3, we show results of an experiment using GFP-labeled Lewis Lung Carcinoma (LLC) cancer cells, a cell line used for studies of metastatic cancer and therapies. We made tail vein injections of ≈5 million LLC cells and after seven days post injection, cryo-imaging surveys identified cells in the liver, adrenal gland, and tail near the injection site. Most cells were in the adrenal gland. A histogram of cluster size showed peaks at integer numbers of the nominal cell size of 8.4 µm diameter, indicating an ability to count cells within tissue. Figure 4 shows results from multi-modal registration of Magnetic Resonance and Cryo-Image of a whole mouse. In this demonstration study, we imaged mice in a special immobilization chamber with MRI (200 µm)3 and cryo-imaging (40 µm)3. We registered data using a normalized mutual information algorithm, followed by non-rigid transformations to account for subtle misalignments, due mostly to small head movements. Registration efficacy was qualitatively confirmed using visual overlays from cryo and MRI data. A sliding window overlay between 2D slices from cryo and MRI images showed almost exact overlap after registration.
The Case cryo-imaging system allows us to image whole mouse as well as small samples such as embryos. In Figure 5 (a), we show a 3D volume rendering of mouse embryo data that uses natural colors but sets the rendered voxel opacity to be the inverse of the grayscale value (i.e. 255 -g, where g is the grayscale value) at each point within the volume. Figure 5 (b) shows a multiplanar reformatting algorithm applied to the 3D dataset to extract 2D image data on an oblique plane which is then superimposed on a cutaway volume rendering. However, this basic volume rendering approach does not enhance boundaries or enable one to look at internal structures in more detail. We have developed a novel volume visualization method that computes 3D gradients directly from color data and uses these gradients to determine voxel opacities to be used during rendering. This enables us to visualize boundaries between structures with different color properties. Figure 5 (c) shows a volume rendering obtained using this approach. Channel-specific enhancements can be applied in addition to the color gradient-based enhancement. Figure 5(d) shows a volume rendering obtained by applying a red channel enhancement (over and above the color gradient enhancement) to highlight the liver and umbilical cord. In Figure 6 (a), the baseline volume rendering approach discussed above has been applied on an adult mouse dataset with Figure 6(b) showing a cutaway view, this time using a sagittal cutting plane. Internal organs are very clearly visible from this cutaway view. Sometimes, all details regarding the internal structure cannot be perceived using a volume rendering approach alone. A semi-automatic method for segmenting out organs of interest within the mouse was employed in Figure 6 (c). This used a region growing method in 3D that utilized user-specified tolerances to grow a region around a user-chosen seed point. The brain and spinal cord (white), along with the heart (red) were segmented, converted into surface models and rendered as surfaces that were fused with the original true color volume rendering. In Figure 6 (d), a similar fused volume visualization involving surface and volume rendering has been shown with a whole body mouse dataset. The organs of interest were the kidneys (pink), stomach (yellow), heart (red), and brain and spinal cord (white).
In Figure 7 , we demonstrate brightfield and fluorescence cryo-image and the necessity of subtraction processing. GFP-labeled skeletal muscles of a transgenic mouse exhibit sub-surface fluorescence in the fluorescence image. We have developed a novel subtraction processing algorithm which removes such sub-surface fluorescence enabling one to see fiber orientation and single fibers.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Even on a first generation basic setup we had demonstrated 10, 11 how cryo-imaging provides a combination of field of view, depth of field, resolution and color and fluorescence contrast mechanisms not possible with in-vivo imaging or with traditional ex-vivo microscope imaging approaches. Our enhanced system not only provides high resolution tiled brightfield anatomical images but also high resolution fluorescent images to enable detection of bright single cells. For example, the LLC cell injection experiment demonstrates the capability of detecting bright single cells when imaged at high resolution. The multi-modality experiment involving MRI and cryo-imaging demonstrate that registration accuracy is sufficient to enable the use of cryo-images to aid interpretation of conventional mouse images. Bright field cryo-images reveal many fine anatomical features unavailable in the co-registered MRI data, including small blood vessels, muscle fiber orientation, cardiac morphology, and differentiation of fat types.
Much of the enhancements in the system include the development of custom software. The automated sectioning and imaging software allows high resolution, tiled acquisition of images -both brightfield and fluorescence without involving any operator interaction once the protocol is set and imaging sequence is started. Likewise, we have developed new post-processing and visualization techniques. We have found that bright subsurface fluorescence from a depth up to ≈ 120 µm in transparent tissues can have a contribution to the block face image. This results in subsurface fluorescent structures being visible for multiple slices, which in turn leads to artifacts in 3D reconstruction, error in quantifying cell numbers, etc. For example a single fluorescent bead can be seen across multiple slices, essentially elongating the object in 3D. In order to accurately reconstruct/measure a volume or locate a feature of interest in 3D, it is necessary to remove these subsurface structures. Subtraction processing is an image processing method for removing subsurface fluorescence so as to create images containing the fluorescence from a single tissue slice. Subtraction processing removes subsurface fluorescence by modeling the attenuation and scattering of emitted fluorescent photons as they travel to the block face. Because different tissue types have different optical properties, tissues must be characterized prior to performing subtraction processing. Using subtraction processing, the GFP skeletal muscles are visible down to single fibers.
Cryo-imaging also provides us with the unique opportunity to exploit color data at each point within a 3D volume. Along with simple volume visualization schemes using natural color and inverse grayscale opacity map, we have also developed gradient based opacity maps that enhance boundaries and channel-specific enhancements for a variety of visualization schemes. These techniques enable one to clearly see individually segmented organs within a 3D anatomical context.
We have presented new enhancements to our baseline Case cryo-imaging system for creating block-face cryoimage volume of small animals and excised organs and demonstrated example images from a variety of applications. This novel imaging system has advantages of resolution, contrast and depth of field and along with the plethora of other tools available to researchers in small animal imaging, would continue to provide a new insight into disease and cure..
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